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INT THE FIRST ROUND - DAY



[Dawn breaks as there is a tribal song
being played on many different types of
drums. The screen goes to a huge crowd
of people sitting on numerous sets of
bleachers in an outside arena. The
bleachers are surrounding a large

square made of solid rock. The square
has each of the sides ten feet long and
the entire thing is five inches thick.
Next to the bleachers separated from
them by a gate are the participants of

the tournament along with their
accomplices. They are about thirty or
forty people all together. Ms Martha
Winn steps onto the enormous square

wearing a business suit and holding a
microphone.]

Ms Winn
GOOD MORNING EVERYONE!!!

[The audience cheers.]

As you all know, today is the beginning
of the tournament. Now I realize you
all want to see the action, however I
must brief you all of the rules of this
contest. It is fairly simple: two step
onto this stone structure called a

“torture square” due to it is torture
getting tossed onto it hard. Many backs
have been broken by use of this that it
is illegal to use in thirteen American
states. In order to win you must make
the opponent submit, knock him or her

unconscious, or get your opponent
outside the “torture square”.

Participants are allowed to bring one
NON LETHAL weapon to their fights. Now

before we bring out our first two
participants, lets all applaud the man

who made this all possible…David
Skyhawk!

[The crowd looks over at David Skyhawk
who is sitting with the participants

smiling.]

Now lets begin!



[The crowds cheer louder than ever as
five referees walk to the “torture

square”. There is one referee on each
corner and another inside wearing

protective padding. The tribal music
continues to play as a man from the

participants walks to the square with
his accomplice. He’s wearing black
boxer’s trunks and is Japanese with

bleach blond hair. The accomplice is a
Japanese woman with black hair and is

wearing a green tube top.]

The first participant accompanied by
Gail…Guy Yokohama!

[Crowd cheers]

All right now the brackets have been
shown to every participant last night,
but we lied. We changed them all over

again so have fun Guy.

[Ms Winn leaves the square as the
tribal music plays more.]

Commentator
Good day everyone. I’m Jason Will and

beside me is “The Man” Ernie Kid.

Kid
Thanks Willy.

Will
Don’t mention it Kid.

[A woman walks to the ring wearing all
leather stuff. She has on a leather
suit and a long leather jacket. She
walks to the square looking at Guy
through a pair of small sunglasses.]

“Key”!

Damien
(Looking on)
Oh my god!

Cherry



It’s really her sir.

Damien
I can tell!

Referee
(Walks to Guy)

Weapon?

[Guy smiles showing his fists. The
referee walks over to Key. Key opens

her jacket showing a bunch of obviously
fatal weapons.]

HOLY CRAP! Umm the rules they…they say…

Key
What do your “rules” say?

Referee
(Looks scared beyond belief)

No fatal weapons.

Key
(Shrugs and whistles)

Colossus.

[An average-sized black man with no
hair wearing African-style clothes

walks to Key. Key takes off her jacket
and hands it to him.]

If as much as a pair of Sais are out of
place I’ll make you wish you were never

conceived.

[Colossus nods and walks back.]

Guy 
No accomplice?

[Guy smiles as he enters an attacking
stance. Key doesn’t move a muscle. A

muscular man pounds a hammer into a big
gong, the match begins as Guy punches

numerously at Key looking very
confident. Key just stands there as Guy

hits her.]

No fight either? C’mon.



[Guy kicks Key’s sunglasses off. Key
kicks Guy in the groin, Guy yells as he
falls to his knees. Key grabs his hair
and steps on his chest. Key pulls a

handful of Guy’s hair out.]

OH MY-

[Key kicks Guy in the face knocking him
out. The referee checks on him to see

if he’s out.]

Will
That was just…wow.

Kid
I’ll say, hardly as much effort it

looked on Key’s part.

Will
I’d hate to date her.

[The two commentators laugh like idiots
as the referee calls for the gong. The
gong is hit and Key leaves the square.]

Ms Winn
“Key” is the winner!!

[Crown cheers as Key goes to Colossus
and gets her jacket on.]

Key
The bitch broke my glasses.

Colossus
Bastard.

[Guy’s accomplice walks away as Guy
crawls away from the square.]

Kid
Well “Key” gets the number one spot in

round two.

Will
Next match determines the number 3 spot.



[Javel finds Sara while walking back
from the snack bar; he’s holding a hot

dog.]

Javel
Hey Sara, whose accomplice are you?

Sara
Oh hi Javel, I’m helping Rita out.

How’s Alex doing?

Javel
(Takes out a ketchup packet)
Fine, I think he’s got it won.

Mary
(Turns around looking at Javel)

Yeah right.

Javel
Will you agree with me if I give you

this hot dog?

Sara
Oh that is mean.

Mary
Is there mustard on it?

Javel
There will be soon.

Mary
DEAL!

[Javel smiles giving the hot dog to
Mary.]

Sara
What do you want?

Javel
Just wanted to check out the

competition.

Sara
Lita can beat Alex easily.

Javel
Want to make a bet?



Sara
Oh this is what you wanted? A bet?

Javel
I will do anything you want if Alex

loses.

Mary
That’s so childish.

Sara
Hey you made a deal with him for a hot

dog.

[Mary turns away silently.]

Javel
What will you do if Lita loses?

Sara
All right…there’s a couples-only dance
tonight to honor those who made it to
round three. If Lita is eliminated by

then I’ll get you a date for it.

Javel
…You can get me a date? What if Lita

loses in the other rounds?

Sara
…Then…I’ll…

Javel
What? YOU’LL date me?

Sara
Well if you’re that desperate, fine.

Deal?

Javel
Say what?

Sara
You get a date if Lita loses.

Javel
Deal.



[They shake hands and the gong is
heard.]

Darren
Second match is over.

Sara
I missed it? Thanks a lot Javel.

Javel
Whatever you just made my day.

[Javel goes to Alex smiling.]

Kid
“Blaze” has lost to Viggo Wren, the

Frenchman well known for his literary
talents, martial arts and good looks.

[Viggo is celebrating with his
accomplice as Blaze walks away looking

disappointed]

Ms Winn
Accompanied by Sara Winter…Lita Walters!

[Crowd cheers as Lita and Sara walk to
the square; Lita is wearing her self-
defense uniform and Sara is wearing her

usual clothes and holding a Bo. She
hands the Bo to Lita.]

And her opponent accompanied by Blaze,
Jasmine.

[Jasmine and Blaze enters the square;
Jasmine is holding a wooden sword. The
two put up a fighting stance and the

gong is hit.]

Jasmine
Quetzocotl.

Lita
Jasmine.

Jasmine
First I kill Zeus, now I get to beat

his prized student. It is far more than
perfect.



[Lita swings her Bo at Jasmine only to
be blocked with Jasmine’s wooden sword.]

Kid
Hey I thought swords were fatal weapons.

Will
Actually, wooden swords are practice
weapons that couldn’t cut a piece of

meat.

Kid
Fair enough.

[Jasmine swipes at Lita and pivots into
a stabbing move. Lita redirects the

stab attempt into the ground, breaking
the sword.]

Jasmine
My sword! Okay I’ll make Zeus’s death
look like a mistake compared to what

I’ll do to you.
Lita

We’ll see about that.

Jasmine
No need to see this.

[Jasmine swipes the broken wood-end of
her sword at Lita’s face; Lita’s face
is bleeding somewhat around the cheek
and forehead area. Lita swings her Bo,
but Jasmine dodges and counters with an
elbow to the stomach; Lita bends over
in pain as Jasmine knocks her down face

first.]

Sara
LITA!

Jasmine
(Smiles looking at Sara as she gets up)

Cherry remembers you Shiva…your
shoulder too. What a shame your little
friend here can’t even defend herself,
even less prevented what happened to

you.



[Sara looks mad at Jasmine. Jasmine
gets up and kicks Lita hard in the

stomach while she’s down. Lita lets out
a groan of pain and agony.]

Kid
This must be murder on poor Lita.

Will
She must not have been ready.

Kid
Well look at her past…she’s an orphan
with an apartment that she shares, not
many friends, and above all else her
instructor died over a month ago. So

you got to think about all this emotion
she has stored in her heart. What do

you think about that Will?

[Will looks at the action.]  

Will
Just being here proves she wants to
make an impact. Either that or she

wants to make some tribute but I don’t
know.

[Jasmine grabs Lita by the hair but
receives a punch to the face for her
actions by Lita. Lita charges at

Jasmine and tackles her; Lita starts
punching her repeatedly.]

Lita
I’LL TAKE YOU ALL OUT!

[Lita gets Jasmine up and administers a
hip toss onto the hard floor; Jasmine
looks in shock by the pain the stone

floor causes.]

Will
I KNEW IT!! I KNEW SOMEONE WOULD USE

THAT FLOOR SOONER OR LATER!

Kid
You can feel the pain she’s in!



[Lita gets Jasmine up by the hair and
tosses her out of the square; the gong

is soon hit.]

Ms Winn
LITA IS THE WINNER!!

[Crowd cheers as Lita looks at them
all; Sara cheers as well smiling.]

Sara
Yes Lita! You’re 25% away from the

winner’s spot.

[Lita and Sara leave the square back
with the rest of the participants.

Jasmine leaves looking in pain and not
too happy about losing.]

Cherry
(Looks at Damien)

Half of us are gone.

Damien
Blaze and Jasmine rely too much on

weapons. We need to use our hands and
concentrate of THEIR movements and not
ours. That is our mistake and we need

to correct that.

[Many clips are shown of the first
round matches; Darren wins a fight

against a man named Lance Ford who did
mostly acrobatics and not fighting;
Rita fights as well as: Colossus,

Damien, and many others who fought well
and left many cracks and breaks in the
“torture square”. The gong is hit as
the last match of the first round has
ended. Over 3 hours have passed and

many look tired.]

Ms Winn
The first round is over. Here are the
official matches, are these matches

real? Maybe. They are:

“Key” Vs. “Damien”
Viggo Wren Vs. Alex Hawkings

Lita Walters Vs. Samantha Greene



Darren Baker Vs. “Cherry”

AND FOR THE BYE INTO THE FINAL ROUND!!

Rita Crim Vs. “Colossus”

Now we will have a two-hour break so
that the participants can prepare for
one more round for the day. I hope you
are enjoying yourselves because the
buffet in the break rooms in that

building there should be well worth it!!

[Crowd cheers as they get up and leave
to the break room building down the

street.]

Javel
Good work Alex.

Alex
More work to do.

Javel
So can you let me in on that errand
thing so I could get it over with?

Alex
No…I can’t sorry.

[Alex leaves to the break room
building.]

Javel
C’mon…fine.

[Javel goes where Alex is going.]

INT THE BREAK ROOMS – DAY

[There is a huge buffet in the entire
building with music and everything. The
audience is in most of the rooms and
mostly just the participants who made
it in the second round as well as their

accomplices are sharing two of the
rooms. The rooms have wooden floors,
yellow blinds, red painted walls, and
three chandeliers in each room. Mary
and Lita are at a table stuffing their



faces as Mina is talking to Alex. Javel
is seen getting food and Sara is

talking with Rita.]

Mina
That was some good fighting.

Alex
Thanks…but I still have a long way to

go to win.

Mina
Well think of it this way, you’ve
already gotten where half of them

couldn’t. Soon after the second round
you’ll be where another half hasn’t

gotten and so on. So in many ways…you
just beat eight people.

Alex
(Smiles)

True…very true.

[A teenage girl walks over to Alex and
Mina.]

Teen Girl
Excuse me? Alex?

Alex
Hi there.

Teen Girl
Aren’t you Alex Skyhawk?

Alex
(Looks a little shocked but tries to

stay casual)
N…no I’m Alex Hawkings.

Teen Girl
Because you look just like Adrian…or am

I thinking David?

Alex
I honestly couldn’t tell you since I’m

not that guy.

Mina
Sorry.



Teen Girl
(Sighs)

All right.
[The little girl walks away.]

Mina
Now I feel bad for her.

Teen Girl
(Scrams)

DAVID SKYHAWK!! OH MY GOD!!

Alex
Don’t worry about it.

[David runs in the room looking scared.]

David
(Breathing heavy)

I hate the paparazzi.

[Alex and Mina laugh as Javel goes to
David and look as if they’re having a
good conversation; Damien and Cherry
are staring at Colossus and Key.]

Damien
Key…looks like we’re fighting.

Key
Damien…looks like I’ll finally have the

right to kill you. Now you know why
we’re here.

Damien
Of course I do.

Key
The “Numbered Soldiers” were reported
to be dwelling here. Also you haven’t

reported contact with any of the
“Guardian Forces” am I correct?

Damien
That is confidential.

[Colossus steps forward looking Damien
in the eye.]



Colossus
CONFIDENTIAL MY ASS! You keep

information from us and we kill you
where you stand.

Damien
Then good luck finding out whatever we
know. Without us, your work will be
taken back a good month or so. Isn’t

that right Cherry?

Cherry
Exactly sir.

Key
How do I know your bluffing? How do I
know you have even seen a single member

of the “Guardian Forces”?

Damien
Call it a crapshoot. You don’t know the

risk you’d take if you kill us,
especially if you kill us right here.

[Key and Colossus look angrily at
Damien who is now smiling and walk

away.]

Key
We’re going to make him suffer if he

gets in our way.

Colossus
Yes.

[Key and Colossus leave as Damien and
Cherry leave in another door; Ms Martha
Winn enters and everything is silent.]

Ms Winn
Congratulations all of you for your

efforts. Please take this time now to
think about what has happened so far

and where it will lead you all.

[Shows all the faces of the
participants as Ms Winn talks.]

Imagine right now, “What if I win?”
“What if I make it?” “What will

happen?” “How will it affect you?” But



that most important thing to ask
is…”what will you do with what you have
all ready have?” You all have proven by
winning the first match you deserve to
be here. NOW SHOW THESE PEOPLE WHY!!

[The participants cheer as Ms Winn nods
her head.]

People who made incredible sacrifices
taught you all. So right now if you

feel you cannot defeat you opponent…YOU
GIVE THEM HELL BEFORE THEY EVER DEFEAT

YOU!!

[Everyone cheers as Ms Winn nods and
leaves.]

Viggo
Bravo! Everyone…after I win against

Alex I want everyone to celebrate with
me. We will have wine until morning

comes.

Alex
Okay now I feel bad, this means I’ll be
canceling a party. This is starting to

suck now.

[Javel laughs.]

Javel
Take that Frenchman!

[Sudden silence as everyone stares at
Javel.]

Umm-sorry guys.

INT OUTSIDE THE BREAK ROOMS – DAY

[Javel is literally tossed out of the
building and falls flat on his face.
Alex doesn’t help he just watches and
continues talking to Mina. Javel slowly

gets up and dusts himself off.]

Javel
Well that sucked hard.



[Sees Cherry walking towards him.]

THAT SUCKS HARDER!

[Javel bangs on the door hard]

LET ME IN!! PLEASE LET ME IN!!

[Cherry picks up her spear and Javel
looks at her with it in her hands.]

OH SCREW THIS!

[Javel dodges a lunge of Cherry’s spear
and it hits the door making a dent;
Javel runs away. As Javel keeps

running, he sees Jasmine and Blaze
running after him as well. Damien come
out of nowhere and grabs Javel by the

throat.]

Damien
It’s about time I found you, you little
maggot-filled puss ball. Now I think I
should kill you now, don’t you think
so? You see I’m a little mad right now

and I need a little relief.

Jasmine
Don’t you think we should possess him?

Damien
Won’t do us any good. The possessed

still have very little IQ.

[Pair of Sais come out of nowhere and
enters Damien’s calves; Damien yells in

pain as Javel runs away.]

Damien
GET HIM!!

[Key comes out of the bushes.]

Key
Stay where you are! I’m the top
assassin! I’m in charge now.

[Colossus jumps from a tree and takes
back Key’s Sais.]



Colossus
Do you like blood on your Sais?

Key
He bled on my Sais?

Colossus
(Smacks Damien on the back of the head)

SHAME ON YOU!

Key
So this is what you do in your spare
time? Kill random people? He not a
“Numbered Soldier” he’s too weak-

looking. Also that cannot be a member
of the “Guardian Forces” since he’s a

guy and not Prince Kain at all.

Damien
He was-

Key
SHUT UP!

Damien
I lead the “Great Divas”, got it? By

the laws that Bain made, all you are is
another leader of another troop. Now
that man there is a spy that the

“Numbered Soldiers” trained. Didn’t you
see how he ran away? He didn’t even

think to check where we were, he knew.

Key
Okay that seems rational…but what if HE

WAS SCARED SO MUCH HE RAN! Idiot. I
guess MY troop will see YOUR troop

later.
Damien
Fine.

[The “Great Divas” watch Key and
Colossus leave; two hours have passed

and now every participant and
accomplice is back where they were.

More Crowds are gathering than they did
before for the first round.]

Ms Winn



Ladies and Gentlemen…this match will
determine the first finalist in the

tournament!!

[Crowd cheers]

The finals will be held much
differently than its predecessors. But
we will get into that part later so now

lets get to the action.

[Crowd cheers as Rita and Mina walk to
the square.]

Accompanied by Mina Rodriguez…Rita Crim!

Mina
You ready?

Rita
Yeah lets go.

[Colossus walks over to the square
looking at Rita.]

Ms Winn
Colossus!

[Colossus walks to the center looking
at Rita smiling.]

Rita
I’m so not ready.

[Colossus stretches]
Key

Make an impact on her!

Mina
Don’t worry you can still…no wait…well

you can…no but…no.

[Colossus gets in a grappling stance (A
stance where he wants to grab someone
and toss him/her and/or do a submission
hold); Rita gets in a defensive stance

as the gong is hit.]

Mina
C’MON!



[Rita tries to punch but the arm is
caught and Colossus turns it into a

standing arm wrench submission hold; he
even picks Rita up using that hold and

slams her on the stone floor.]

Key
YES!

[Colossus grabs Rita by the hair and
pulls her to the edge but keeps her

from going out. Rita even tries to get
out but he won’t let her.]

Kid
This is too cruel.

Will
Can you please stop the match!

[Colossus grabs Rita by her jaw and
forces her on her knees; he takes out a
kali stick and smashes it in her face;
Mina is standing there with her hand

over her mouth as Rita is out cold; the
gong is hit without delay.]

Mina
RITA!!

[Mina runs over to Rita to see if she’s
all right; Rita is still breathing even
though she unconscious; Alex and Lita

run over to help her up.]

Key
(Smiles)
Perfect.

Lita
Now that was brutal.

Alex
Talk about a mismatch.

[Alex picks Rita up; the side of her
head is starting to swell up.]



I’ll take her to the nurse; my match
won’t happen for a while anyway.

Lita
You sure?

Alex
If I’m not back be sure to tell Javel
to have them wait a few, he knows what

to do.

[Alex walks with Rita in his arms.]

Colossus
Well hope I made an impact.

[Lita takes her Bo and whacks Colossus
over the head with it; he falls over

bug-eyed looking at Lita as the
referees break it up; Lita and Mina go

to where they were.]

INT THE NURSES OFFICE – DAY

[Alex lies Rita on the nurse’s bed and
takes out some liquid and a cotton

ball. He soaks the cotton in the liquid
and dabs the swollen area with it. The
liquid seems to be bubbling up outside
the skin; Rita starts to wake up.]

Alex
You okay? Relax its just peroxide I put

on your face and don’t touch it.

Rita
Alex…don’t you have somewhere to be?

Alex
Not for a little while. Besides I know

how to take care of these things.

[Alex puts a big bag of ice on Rita’s
face where she was hit; he then puts

her hand over it.]

Hold it like that for a half hour and
the swelling should go down.

Rita



Swelling?

Alex
Just lay back and relax. You’ll feel

better soon enough. You’ll be perfectly
normal by that couple’s dance tonight.

Rita
Yeah I heard about that.

Alex
Are you going?

Rita
Well since it’s a “Couple’s Dance” I

can’t.

Alex
Your boyfriend hates them?

Rita
Close…no boyfriend.

[Alex smiles shaking his head]

Alex
Well no girlfriend here but I’m still
going to sneak in. Either that or get

Javel a dress.

[Rita laughs]

Rita
Oh my god! Well…unless that’s what

you’re into.

Alex
My bad I thought you were into guys.

Rita
WHAT!!

[Alex laughs]

Alex
Nobody gets a gay joke on me.

Rita
That doesn’t make sense.



Alex
But are you making a gay joke?

Rita
Oh you suck.

Alex
No I don’t, if anyone sucks its

Colossus after what happened. After I
win my match I’m facing either Damien
or Key if the brackets aren’t changed
around. Afterwards I face someone and

that big gay sucker.

[Rita smiles.]

Well I should go I got to get ready.

Rita
Thanks for everything

[Alex smiles]
Alex

Don’t mention it.

[Alex stops at the door]

Hey Rita?

Rita
Yes?

Alex
Were you looking for someone to take

you to that dance? If you want-

[Javel runs in]

Javel
Oh my god Alex you won’t believe this

I…oh hi Rita how’s your head?

Rita
Great.

Alex 
What do you want?

Javel



Your match is coming up next they just
started Darren and Cherry and it isn’t
looking good for Darren let me say.

Alex
All right thanks.

Javel
Rita your match pissed off Lita so bad,
she just finished a massacre on this
girl named Samantha Greene. It was

incredible even one of the commentators
even fainted from the violent beating.
It was amazing; oh…I’m sorry did I

interrupt something?

Rita
Actually I was about to say that I’d
love Alex to take me to that couple’s

dance tonight.
Alex

Great, it’ll be fun. Promise. We got to
get going.

[Rita waves resting the ice on her face
as Javel and Alex leave.]

INT THE SECOND ROUND (cont.) – DAY

[Cherry has just gotten Darren out of
the square; the crowd cheers loudly as

the gong is hit.]

Mary
NO!

Ms Winn
The winner…”CHERRY”!!

[Cherry goes back without saying a
word; Mary helps Darren up and they

leave together.]

Now our next match…trained by our own
David Skyhawk and accompanied by Javel!!

[Everyone cheers]

ALEX!!! HAWKINGS!!!!



[Alex and Javel rush to the square and
Alex jumps on; Javel tosses Alex a

wooden sword.]

His opponent with Roberto…Viggo WREN!!!

[Viggo and Roberto walk down to the
square smiling; Viggo is posing and

Roberto is smiling as if Viggo has won
it already.]

Viggo
Do you need that Alex?

Alex
Now that I think about it…not at all.
[Alex smiles as he tosses the wooden

sword away; the gong is hit.]

Viggo
Ready?

Alex
Ready as always.

Viggo
Hope your little friend doesn’t make
anymore-rude comments about my people.

Javel
U.S.A.!! ALL THE WAY!!

Alex
Too late then I guess.

Viggo
Oh well.

[Viggo throws a left punch blocked with
Alex’s right hand; Alex’s right hand
drops to block Viggo’s follow-up right

kick.]

You’re quite fast.

Alex
Quite right.



[Alex throws a flurry of knife hand
blows at Viggo; Viggo is nailed in the

forehead and nearly falls over.]

And it seems I’m faster than you are
right now.

Viggo
We’ll see.

[Viggo charges at Alex throwing
punches, forearms, low hammer fists and
uppercuts; Alex dodges and blocks most
of them where the rest hit him in the
back and solar plexus causing him to

fall onto one knee.]

Viggo
Heart punch, a thrust punch into the

solar plexus where the heart is
unprotected. Do you like it? I can give

you seconds.

Will
Looks like its trash talk from Viggo

that’s hyping this match.

Kid
Looks like Viggo’s winning too.

[Alex gets up as Viggo goes for a
spinning jump kick; Alex catches one of
the legs and turns it into a half crab.
Afterwards, Alex plants his foot into
Viggo’s kidney area and pulls hard to
intensify it like when he first sparred

with Lita.]

Will
What a counter!!

Kid
But will it pay off?

Roberto
HOLD ON VIGGO YOU CAN STILL WIN!

Javel
C’MON ALEX…CRANK HIM HARD!!



[The crowd cheers as Viggo taps out and
the gong is hit; Alex raises his hands
in victory and Javel jumps on his back

in celebration.]

Ms Winn
ALEX HAWKINGS…IS THE WINNER!!

Javel
YES!! We’re still in!! IN YOUR FACE

SARA!!
[Javel jogs back where they were

waiting in celebration. Alex walks over
to Viggo who is still getting up.]

Alex
Viggo…

Viggo
(Looks at Alex)

Yes?

Alex
(Offers a handshake)

Good match.

Viggo
(Shakes his head smiling)

Good match.

[Alex and Viggo shake hands making the
crowd cheer louder than ever.]

It’s a shame…I really wanted to win.

Alex
You did better than half the guys here.
That’s an accomplishment on it’s own.

Viggo
Indeed it is…until next time Alex.

Alex
Next time.

[Viggo and Alex leave the square
smiling as Viggo goes away and Alex

goes to Javel to celebrate.]

Ms Winn



(Puts away the microphone)
Now that’s sportsmanship.

David
Yes it is.

[Ms Winn looks serious]

Ms Winn
David you can stop pretending I know

it’s your grandson.

David
I wish.

Ms Winn
David other than looking like you in
some traits, I saw him in the past and
all that separates him from then and

now is his look.

David
Martha…lets just watch the action.

Ms Winn
Fine.

[Ms Winn takes the microphone back]

Ladies and gentlemen! The closing of
this tournament is becoming near and

today we only have one match left. Then
we start making things interesting.

These last two are without accomplices.
Coming out first…“Damien”.

[Damien slowly walks down to the
square.]

And his opponent, who made it this far
with ease…“Key”.

[Key hands Colossus her jacket and
walks to the square. Out of these two,
neither of them have weapons; the gong

is hit.]

Key
Ready?



Damien
Are you?

Key
You know why I beat Guy so easily.

[Key sticks out her hand and one of her
fingers turns into two different

fingers.]

Damien
I don’t need a demonstration.

Key
But you need help because the job

couldn’t get done

Damien
I’m working on it.

Key
And now, so am I.

[Damien throws a flurry of punches and
kicks…Key is hardly even touched.]

Done yet?

[Key jabs Damien hard in the throat
with a right and face with a left;

Damien backs away trying to keep a good
defense; Key circles Damien like a

vulture.]

You can’t win Damien no one can beat
me. Nobody can beat somebody who is
literally infinite. You should just
quit, get away from getting killed.

Understand now Damien, I’ve killed much
worse people than you’ve ever met. If
you fail your mission…I’ll be there to

kill everyone.

[Damien starts walking away and
eventually leaves the square; the gong

is hit.]

Cherry
No…

Ms Winn



The winner is “Key”.

Will
That was one weird match.

Kid
All he did was get hit a few times and

he backed off.

Cherry
Sir…is she that powerful?

Damien
…Yes.

[Key walks over to Ms Winn and they
seem to be talking; Key soon walks

away.]

Ms Winn
Ladies and Gentlemen…Key has forfeited
her spot on the tournament to Damien.
So even though Damien has lost, he won
too. I asked why and all I received for
an answer was that she had done what
she came to do. So the Semi-Finals are

as follows:

“Damien” vs. Alex Hawkings

Lita Walters vs. “Cherry”

[Crowd cheers as the last of the
participants are shown on the screen

with their accomplices.]

The winner of those matches will face
off in a three-way match…against

“Colossus”. Good night everyone and
don’t forget there will be a charity
ball or dance for couples only held in
the same building as the break rooms.
It will be held at 10 PM tonight. Have

fun and be here tomorrow for the
conclusion of this thrilling tournament.

FADE OUT.
TO BE CONCLUDED


